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Outline

● Impurity in Luttinger liquid : fermionic approach and bosonization

● S-matrix approach and current algebra formulation

● Analysis of interaction corrections to S-matrix – RG equation

● B function up to 3rd loop and solution of RG equation

● Comparison with CFT solution and dependence on regularization 
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Hamiltonian

Fermions

The same, in bosonization:

Boundary Sine-Gordon model
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Introduction: Quantum wire with single barrier

 The observable: conductance G = current-density correlation functon
 was studied in bosonization approach

•  Decrease of the conductance for a weak barrier          
 
• Strong barrier = weak tunneling : further suppression and                                                    
   vanishing of conductance in limit T → 0                         G~ TT 0 

2 K −1−1

G=1− TT0 
2K−1

Kane and Fisher, 1992
Furukawa and Nagaosa, 1993

complete solution in bosonization : 
Fendley, Ludwig and Saleur, 1995
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Introduction: Poor man’s scaling at weak interaction

Fermionic approach :
Integrating out high momentum states, reducing the band width, one finds 
a renormalization group equation for the transmission amplitude as a function 
of the bandwidth D 
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Yue, Matveev and Glazman, 1995
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Introduction: Further analytical studies

Boundary sine-Gordon model - complete solution in bosonization :
Fendley, Ludwig and Saleur, 1995  one-parameter scaling in RG

Fermionic approach is more flexible (inelastic, out-of-equilibrium)

(fermions)

Our aim

(bosonization)
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Single particle scattering states

Scattering of spinless fermions by potential barrier:

S-matrix:

Single particle scattering states for right (left) moving particles (k>0) :

Neglect  k-dependence of   t, r   in the following
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Interaction in scattering state representation 

potential barrier is viewed as a 
local magnetic field rotating the 
isospin vector of a wave packet,
when it passes through the field.  

“Nonlocal” interaction:  (cf. M.Fabrizio, A.Gogolin, 1995)
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Interaction in scattering state representation 

Currents or 
chiral densities 

Kac-Moody algebras :

Rotated current where 
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Perturbation theory in g2 : Feynman diagrams

31
2 α βτ

1
32 R

µ
µ α βτ

Computer algebra up to 3rd order in g2 , ~104 diagrams

Diagram rules for nth order contributions in (energy-position)-representation:

(1)   Draw n vertical wavy lines representing interaction (-2g2) ,    the ith line 

        connecting the upper point  -xi  with vertex            

        and the lower point xi with vertex   

(2)  Connect all points with two propagator lines entering and leaving the point:

/G ( , ) ( ) ( ) n F

F

x vi
n n nvx sign x e ω

α β α βω δ ω θ ω −= −

(3)  In each fermion loop take trace of product of vertex matrices

(4)  Take limit of external frequency 0mΩ →
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Conductance in 1 st order

Logarithmic correction:

(1) 2 02 sin (2 )ln( )
4

TgG
T

θ
π

= −

Agrees with   Yue, Matveev, and Glazman, 1995
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Corrections to conductance up to 3rd order
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RG equation in Callan-Symanzik scheme 

Renormalized value 
via bare quantity 

Inverting, we obtain
the bare quantity via
renormalized value 

counterterms appear 
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Perturbative B-function

Dressing of the interaction line in 1st order correction
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L obeys the Wiener-Hopf integral equation

Ladder equation for B-function

which is eventually solved, so that the RG equation now reads

Kane & Fisher
Yue, Matveev, Glazman
1st loop RG

Beyond Born approximation
similar to CFT exact solution
different value c_3
3rd loop RG
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Final formula for conductance

Illustration 
for  K=1/2

CFT prediction 
multiplied by 2 = 1/K
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Why difference with CFT ? 

Transition from the Hamiltonian with backscattering potential 
to the observable transmission amplitude requires regularization of 
delta-function potential

Exact solution of a boundary conformal field theory
Callan, Klebanov,  Ludwig,  Maldacena,  Nucl. Phys. B422, 417 (1994).  

CFT depends on short-scale regularization, when going beyond Born approximation
even for the case of non-interacting fermions
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Conclusions

● We re-visited the problem of impurity in the Luttinger liquid
● Current algebra formulation with non-local interaction 
● Symbolic computation in fermionic approach: impurity renormalization 

by interaction - up to 3rd order – about 10,000 diagrams
● The ladder sequence identified and resummed, bosonization results 

reproduced  
● A difference with CFT “complete solution” found at the level of 3rd loop 

RG, explained by different regularizations. 
● The proposed fermionic approach is simpler in non-equilibrium (work in 

progress)
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Fendley, Ludwig, Saleur, PRB 52, 8934 (1995)
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Exact solution of a boundary conformal field theory
Callan, Klebanov,  Ludwig,  Maldacena,  Nucl. Phys. B422, 417 (1994).  
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Exact solution of a boundary conformal field theory
Callan, Klebanov,  Ludwig,  Maldacena,  Nucl. Phys. B422, 417 (1994).  


